Small Orgone Pendant
with African medicinal herbs called MUTI
Orgone pendant by Orgonise Africa - for effective radiation protection, and energetic wellbeing.
Wearing an Orgone pendant protects your personal energy field from physical and electromagnetic pollution. It
is small enough to comfortably carry around your neck, but the effect that it has is big enough and entirely
sufficient. Depending to the combination of materials, each Orgone pendant distributes different protection and
support.
On the backside of this wonderful Orgone creation (the opposite side of the carrier), it contains positive
hematite and garnet from Kuruman (South Africa) in a mini SBB coil, from the African herbal medicine of Dr.
Chipangula. (This beautiful orgonite creation contains the MUTI* powder of our spiritual healer "NaDlonge")
Each orgone pendant consists of two combined, half lenticular parts. On the side facing away from the carrier,
a mini-SS coil is embedded.
The metallic orgonite consisting of quartz, amethyst, black tourmaline and the so-called MUTI powder is usually
located on the side of the body, in this case the heart chakra. The string is decorated with glass pearls and real
red garnet.
„Valanda, a respected spiritual healer and good friend of Georg Ritschl, often orders a handful of these
pendants, and not only because of the extraordinary protective effect that these pendants have. She has
tested various “MUTI Orgonite Pendants” during the trial phase, and the enthusiastic feedback we got from
her and her clients is one of the main reasons why Georg is introducing this product to the public and far
across the border.
As always with orgonite, the simple orgone mixture has a huge effect. With the additional MUTI powder and
the additional healing stone that is added, this little, portable pendant becomes an exceptional and potent
protective shield against etheric interferences and possible radiation due to the use of mobile phones.

SPECIAL HEALING BENEFITS & INGREDIENTS:
✓ Orgonite matrix of resin, metal and quartz crystal (for protection against electromagnetic radiation)
✓ MUTI powder: protection against black magic / witchcraft
✓ Mini-SBB coil: made of silver plated copper wire to stimulate the heart chakra
✓ Hematite: for vitality and joy of life. It stimulates the production of red blood cells.
✓ Garnet: improves the stamina with increasing age. Strengthens the team spirit and libido.
✓ Black tourmaline: stimulates energy flow, neutralises negative effects of radiation
✓ Amethyst: concentration, spiritual clarity and inner peace.
*= Our MUTI is provided by Sangoma and Spiritual healer NaDlonge
Web: orgoniseafrica.eu/info/orgonite/orgonite-african-traditional-medicine
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